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Digital solutions



INON UK



Four strobes for the digital enthusiast. Choose the features you need including auto exposure and modelling lights.



Two wide angle lenses for shooting large subjects. Optional dome port lets you use your existing lens for superwide angle photography.
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Four macro lenses put extreme close up photography within your capabilities. Available in screw thread or fast mount bayonet fit.



Versatile arm system puts precision lighting control at your fingertips. EZ clamps hold strobe securely in high current, yet provide instant adjustment for creativity.



Official INON UK distributors: Ocean Optics 13 Northumberland Ave, London WC2N 5AQ Tel 020 7930 8408 Fax 020 78396148 E mail [email protected] www.oceanoptics.co.uk
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Sipadan to close In May this year it was announced that all the dive operators on Sipadan have to dismantle their developments on the island and vacate by the end of 2004. The aim of this is to try and help the island and marine environment recover from decades of concentrated tourism and diving. To anyone who has visited Sipadan recently I understand this should hardly come as a surprise. Such intensive activity on so small an island was bound to have a detrimental effect on the island and the marine life. What concerns me about this news is that the dive operators are not happy with the decision so I can only assume that they would be willing to carry on attracting divers to the island until they have sucked out the very last drop of the island’s resources then there would be nothing left to attract divers and their businesses would go bust. This attitude is fairly typical in today’s business led, profit motivated world but it doesn’t stop with just the dive operators. Some dive travel agents could be accused of piling in dive tourists to such fragile environments regardless of the consequences until the ecosystem can take no more and we, the travelling divers, are as guilty for creating the demand to visit and dive such places. The result is that we are all, more or less, guilty. I wish there was a solution where dive activity and natural resources could be balanced but I guess I’m asking for the impossible because there is always a section of society who want to shoot the very last elephant or eat the last shark fin.
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Editorial The amazing internet As I am sure you know, the beauty of UwP and the internet is that there are no printing and distribution costs which helps to keep it free but another amazing thing about the internet is shown by how UwP19 has been finalised ready for downloading. My responsibilities are to put together each Issue of UwP to as good a standard as possible from my base (it’s more of a desk, really) near London and Deb Fugitt handles the website design and marketing from Fort Worth, Texas. Everything was going well with the production of UwP19 when Deb got an offer to do some research for a future project in Indonesia. This meant she would be away at the time UwP19 should be published but with the twin miracles of a laptop computer and an Internet Cafe in Tulamben we have been able to get UwP19 out to you in time. The other amazing thing about the internet and UwP is that the deadline for each issue is really only a few minutes before the Issue is uploaded to the server so to prove just that here is a photo of Deb in Tulamben uploading the files for the website. Now that I’ve got the photo I can add it to this page and make the final pdf file of UwP19 (which is laid out in Adobe Pagemaker, since you asked). With that done it takes a couple of minutes to upload to the server and be available worldwide at no charge! Who said technology isn’t amazing? I realise that web site operators will be saying to themselves “What’s the big deal? We are



constantly updating our website from wherever we are in the world”. Well, yes I agree but UwP is a like traditional magazine with good old fashioned deadlines and when each issue is finished, that’s it. It doesn’t get changed, just like a traditional magazine. The other benefit is that all Issues of UwP are still available to download and the next Issue will be the end of our 3rd year. Where has the time gone?



[email protected]



Readers Lives Any unwanted underwater photo equipment? Hi I am a photographer form Poland - north-east Europe - region Mazurynear the Russian border. I am studying at The Academy of Fine Art in Gdansk - in the photography departament. I love to take photos under ice in winter - this time is the best to dive in Polish lakes because the water is clean (water visibility 5 to 15meters - I know that is not much but in Polish conditions it is very good). The thin ice is the best background to take underwater landscapes with sunset - parts of underwater plants left in the ice. The underice mazury photography is very specific, because in winter light is very soft and in short lived. I attach some samples of my work. I took all of underwater photos with a Nikonos IVa with 35mm and Kodachrome 100 VS - and scanned them on aNikon Coolscan 4000 ED. There is a very big problem to buy a underwater equipment in my country. It is very expensive for a student. If you have any underwater equipment which is unnecessary to you or may be broken, please send it to me. I will repair it and will be very happy. New underwater equipment is too expensive for a poor student. I will pay for shipping and any costs. Plese visit my website - the english version will be soon.... www.mazurypodlodem.prv.pl Kind regards LUKASZ OLUKE OGANOWSKI [email protected] www.mazurypodlodem.prv.pl
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News, Travel & Events South Florida UPS The South Florida Underwater Photography Society is a non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion of underwater photography through its membership. The South Florida Underwater Photography Society was created in 1980. SFUPS was created as a means and place for fellow underwater photographers to meet and talk with other underwater photographers to exchange and share ideas by discussing them. They would listen to lectures from professional underwater photographers, organize interesting dives with photographic opportunities and promote the sport in general. At the time, there were only a few books on the subject so people were learning about underwater photography by trial and lots of errors. It was and still is word of mouth that has allowed SFUPS grow into what it is today. SFUPS has been meeting at its current location for 10 years now which has grown into a monthly meeting place where all who share the common interest of underwater photography are exploring and learning from one another for the sake of capturing better underwater images. Monthly meetings consist of
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guest speakers; slide presentations, intra-club slide competitions and exchanges of information relating to scuba diving and all aspects of underwater imaging. Each month a colorful newsletter is sent out by email, which provides articles and photos of the previous month’s intraclub contest winners. We also organize dive trips both local and exotic with the photographer in mind. At year’s end at our holiday party, the person with the highest points accumulated from the contests and club participationis awarded as our photographer of the year. Everyone is invited to attend the meetings to learn more about underwater photography and to meet others who share the same interest. SFUPS meets the second Tuesday of Each Month, except December, at the Holiday Inn at Calder Racetrack/Pro Player Stadium 21486 NW 27th Avenue Just South of the Broward/Dade County Line 7:30pm



Why did SFUPS get such a large feature? They printed off our flyer to promote UwP! See our web site for details. www.uwpmag.com



Special Expedition to Wolf & Darwin, Galapagos Islands 16th-27th November 2004 Scuba Safaris are pleased to announce that they have chartered the Galapagos Aggressor for a 7-night cruise to Wolf & Darwin Island in November 2004. Because they have chartered the entire vessel a very generous discount is available to all who join this trip. The cost is £2695 per person in twin share which includes return economy class airfares from London to Galapagos Islands. All transfers. 2 nights' hotel accommodation at the Four Points Sheraton on a bed & breakfast basis, 7 nights twin share cabin aboard Galapagos Aggressor including all meals & drinks (except dinner on the final night of the cruise) 5 days unlimited diving, tanks, weights & airfills. For further details visit www.scuba-safaris.com



2 Week Wreckfest at Bikini Atoll May 6th-25th 2006 Always fancied doing TWO weeks at Bikini Atoll? Well, now's your chance! Scuba Safaris are arranging a two week special trip in May 2006 that will allow 24 dives on Bikini's fabulous wrecks. The cost is £4455 per person in twin share which includes all airfares in economy class. All transfers. 2 nights Honolulu & 1 night Majuro hotel accommodation on a room only basis. All meals at Bikini Atoll. 24 decompression dives at Bikini Atoll. Tanks, weights, airfills, Nitrox deco mix & divemaster services. For further details visit www.scuba-safaris.com
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BLUE SHARKS AND KELP FORESTS



DIVEQUEST The Ultimate in Diving



The Channel Islands of Southern California with Charles Hood Saturday 11th September - Sunday 19th 2004 (9 days)
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WAKATOBI PHOTOQUEST 6th October - 20th October 2004 Leader: Martin Edge Martin Edge is widely acknowledged as one of our leading underwater photographers and is probably the finest teacher of underwater photography skills. Martin’s expeditions combine the stimulus of diving with a group of like-minded people with continuous input from Martin himself in superb diving locations. During the trip, under the experienced leadership of Martin and with the support of Sylvia, you can expect to learn both macro and wideangle techniques including working with shallow water and sunlight, framing the shot, composition and indeed any topic that turns up. With E-6 processing available on a daily basis at Wakatobi, mistakes can be rectified, techniques developed and skills honed. www.divequest.co.uk



Bahamas Turks & Caicos Tobago, Dominica Bonaire, Venezuela Little Cayman, Cozumel, Belize Honduras, South Africa & Mozambique Thailand, Sipadan, Mabul Layang Layang Derawan & Sangalaki Bali, Komodo, Wakatobi, Manado, Kungkungan Bay



Palau, Yap, Truk Bikini Atoll Australia's Coral Sea Papua New Guinea, Solomons French Polynesia Fiji, Hawaii, Sea of Cortez Revillagigedo Islands Cocos & Malpelo Islands The Galapagos Wrecks of Palau



Plus Underwater Photography Group Trips and Courses with leading photographers: Martin Edge, Linda Dunk, Malcolm Hey, Charles Hood, Gavin Anderson and Alex Mustard.



DIVEQUEST



The Ultimate in Underwater Photography Adventures



Telephone: 01254-826322 e-mail [email protected] website: www.divequest.co.uk



ATOL Protected 2937



Photo by Pat Morrissey



Charles Hood, the accomplished underwater photographer and journalist, will return to the Channel Islands to lead this tour, which is his choice for the most unusual photographic opportunities and exciting shark encounters. Charles will be on hand for informal photographic discussion and critique, but non-photographers are equally welcome. Not only is this unique trip almost impossible to arrange on an individual basis, but travelling with Charles means that the group is completely in control of its own diving management and will certainly benefit from Charles’s knowledge and experience. The trip consists of 6 days diving including both boat diving around Catalina itself and all day shark diving trips out into the Pacific Ocean. Night diving will be available (at extra cost). Nitrox, both 32% and 36%, is available for a supplementary charge, payable locally. The cost is £1863 .For more details visit www.divequest.co.uk



Celebrate the Sea Marine Imagery Festival 29 July - 1 August, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia



Deadline Registration: 1 July 2004 The Premier Awards David Doubilet - Award of Excellence Stan Waterman - Award of Excellence Celebrate the Sea Underwater Image Maker Scholarship Celebrate the Sea Underwater Image Maker Photographer of the Year OceanNEnvironment's / Asian Geographic Environment Award Check at www.celebratethesea.com or email [email protected] for an application form.



Underwater photographers novice or professionals: this is the chance to enter the most prestigious underwater DIGITAL imagery competition in th world. Held in association with the Antibes Festival Mondial de I'lmage Sous Marine, WETPIXEL.Com and Celebrate the Sea Imagery Festival Kuala Lumpur 2004, the cash, equipment and holiday prizes are value to over USD $60,000. Winning entries may also be selected as front cover photo for Scuba Diver Australasia. The results will be announce at a GALA AWARD Ceremony on 31 July 2004 in Kuala Lumpur. Entry is easy Email: [email protected] for entry form. Or download entry form at www.Celebratethesea.com or www.Wetpixel.com



CELEBRATE THE SEA Beneath Southeast Asian Shoot-Out Competition



%$/, 6 8QGHUZDWHU 3KRWRJUDSK\ 6SHFLDOLVWV



0DFUR:LGHDQJOHDQG9LGHR 6SHFLDOUDWHVIRU8Z3UHDGHUV 0D[LPLVH\RXUSKRWRJUDSKLF RSSRUWXQLWLHVLQ%DOLFKRRVH $TXD0DULQH'LYLQJ%DOL



The Shoot-Out competition is now in its second year and is the richest of its kind in the world, with prizes totalling over USD 60 000 in cash, equipment and holidays. Images must be captured between 1 January and 2 July 2004 at one of the participating resorts in South East Asia. Check at www.celebratethesea.com for information.



 



Cash and Product prizes from EPSON, NIKON, SEACAM, SONY, IKELITE, OceanNEnvironment, DIVE GEAR USA, ECO-SYS, Minahasa Lagoon Resort, Murex Resort, Lembeh Resort, Pulau Sipadan Resort, Lankayan Resort, Redang Kalong Resort, Seraya Resort, Yos Diving Bali, Berjaya Resorts, Berjaya Time Square.



CELEBRATE THE SEA & WETPIXEL.COM DIGITAL PORTFOLIO Competition



 



Calling all underwater image makers - send in your entries to Asia Pacific ‘s most prestigious underwater imaging competitions.



&RPSOHWHGLYHVLWHGHVFULSWLRQV



ZZZ$TXD0DULQH'LYLQJFRP RUHPDLOXVGLUHFWO\



8Z3#$TXD0DULQH'LYLQJFRP        
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8th Open Internacional Fotosub Isla de El Hierro Next 27th October – 1st November will be celebrated the 8th edition of the underwater photography competition “Open Internacional Fotosub Isla de El Hierro”. This is an international open competition that celebrates since 1996 in the Marine Reserve located in the small island of El Hierro (Canary Islands), one of the most appreciated diving zones for European divers. It is organised by the Tourist Board of El Hierro Island and Carlos Minguell (twice World Champion of Underwater Photography) is in charge of the Technical Direction since 1998. The “Open Internacional Fotosub Isla de El Hierro” consists of two days of competition, with a total of 4 dives in the best diving points. A collection of six slides (freely selected by the participant, without any obligatory categories) is presented by each participant. A Jury composed by prestigious and experienced underwater photographers gives the results on the last day. There are big prizes for the best collections and also other special prizes to spectacular images representatives of the uniqueness of the El Hierro waters and marine life. This year there will be a total of
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The Blue Dolphin of Malta 2004 International Underwater Photographic Competition



18000 Euros of cash prizes. The number of participants is limited to 28. For any enquiries about the competition, please, write to the Technical Direction Department: [email protected]. The information about the 8th Open Internacional Fotosub Isla de El Hierro is available at http:// www.openfotosub.com.



The Federation of Underwater Activities – Malta (F.U.A.M) welcomes you to the Maltese Islands and invites you to participate in the 11th edition of the Blue Dolphin of Malta international underwater photographic competition. This edition is being held on the beautiful sister island of Gozo from the 9th to 14th November 2004. For five days, competitors and their models, judges and journalists from various countries, are meeting to respectively share and exchange, the pleasures and knowledge of capturing the beauty and wonders of the Mediterranean Sea. All will once again dive into Maltese Islands’ clear blue waters and shoot on film – to capture not to kill - the beauty, colour and grace of the blue! The Blue Dolphin of Malta became, and still is a very important and renowned event throughout the international diving community. The Blue Dolphin of Malta is an excellent opportunity to discover the beauty of the Mediterranean Sea and the marine environment in general. The waters around Gozo are famous for their clear blue waters, cave and



deep diving. Each competitor will compete over two days (six hours), to present a set of three slides. The slides must include one macro or close up (all subjects except fish), one fish (macro or close up) and one wide angle (ambient). A Disposable Camera competition is being included again to attract more divers to this speciality and encourage them to discover underwater photography. Finally, for the first time, a Digital underwater photography competition is being organized for all those digital enthusiasts. The 11th Blue Dolphin of Malta International Underwater Photographic Competition is organised by FUAM in collaboration with Malta Tourism Authority (MTA), Malta Olympic Committee, our official carrier Air Malta, Malta Maritime Authority (MMA), FUJI and St Andrews Dive Cove. Many thanks to all the other sponsors and other partners; without them there will be no Blue Dolphin of Malta. For further information please visit our website www.fuam.org or contact FUAM on [email protected] or tel. 00356 99424275 or fax 00356 21578167



Digital Shootout Fiji 2004 Around 50 people attended this years shootout in Taveuni, Fiji from May 6th to 15th sponsored by Wetpixel, Backscatter, Light & Motion, Adobe and Optiquatics and hosted at the Garden Island Resort. There was a competition at the end of the trip and the standard of images was very high. The " traditional " categories allow for the adjustment of brightness, contrast, color, and sharpness. Cropping, cloning, and other digital manipulation is not allowed in the traditional categories. This restriction on digital manipulation will enable folks who aren't as savvy at digital manipulation to compete on more-or-less even ground with those who are more experienced. " Unrestricted " categories have no such rules regarding manipulation. Backscatter, Light & Motion, Adobe, and the Garden Island Resort here in Fiji all donated significant prizes, including copies of Adobe Photoshop CS and Premiere Pro, gift certificates for credit at Backscatter, Light & Motion housings for Olympus and Nikon cameras, and a 7-day trip for two back to the Garden Island Resort! Details of all the entrants are at http://wetpixel.com/features/ shootout2004



Best of show - Greg Bang



Unrestricted Macro - 1st Place: Marc Hannigan



Traditional Macro - 1st Place: Ken Bailey



Unrestricted Wide - 1st Place: Peter Mooney Traditional Wide - 1st Place: Ken Bailey
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Digital SLR Housings



Underwater Housings for



For



Canon EOS Rebel Canon EOS 300D Canon EOS 10D Canon EOS D60 Nikon D70 Nikon D100



Olympus C True TTL with Ikelite DS Substrobes



Digital SLR Housing To extend the capabilities of the digital SLR cameras Ikelite has designed a new underwater housing This housing is injection molded of clear polycarbonate for strength visual access to the camera lcd screens and camera controls The ergonomic design places camera functionality at your fingertips for the ultimate in creative control The interchangeable port system accom modates a wide variety of lenses from superwide angle to super macro The rubber handles offer excellent grip and a quick release system for Ikelite's new SA Arm system An external Ikelite connector is provided to connect single or dual Ikelite Substrobes
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Features: • • • • • • • • • • •



Clear Molded Polycarbonate Corrosion Free Interchangeable Port System Clear View of Info Window Clear View of LCD screen Most Camera Functions Available Weighted for Neutral Buoyancy QuickRelease Strobe Mounts Rubber Hand Grips External Connector for Substrobes Supereye Magnifier for Enhanced Viewing with a Dive Mask • Weight lbs ( k) • Dimensions  "L x  "W x  "H ( cm x cm x cm)
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Canon Powershot Pro 



megapixels



Ikelite also offers a full line of housings for NonSLR digital cameras Beginner amateur or pro simply get an Ikelite housing for your favorite digital camera Choose from Canon Nikon Olympus or Sony Ikelite makes housings for several camera models from each of these manufacturers



usa



Underwater Systems



 W 



rd Street Indianapolis IN 



   



Nikon CoolPix  True TTL with Ikelite Substrobes



Sony DSCF



Ikelite supports their underwater digital housings with a full line of accessories Choose from trays with single or dual handle and quick release of strobes The DS  Substrobe is ideal for cameras with zoom lenses or choose the DS for use with wideangle lenses Many Nikon and Olympus models offer true TTL lighting exposure or use our EVController that gives  power settings in / stop increments for complete manual lighting control Ikelite also offers a choice in versatile arm systems to meet your needs and budget New digital cameras are being introduced at a rapid pace For the latest information on new digital housing models visit our web site wwwikelitecom



New products



ULCS Multi-Battery tester now available



Ikelite Canon 10-D Digital SLR Housing Compact new dSLR housing system is very realistically priced, features full capabilities, and operates safely to 200 feet depth. All ports from our SLR systems can be utilized, allowing use of most macro, wide angle, and zoom lenses. This system allows you to see that the port is sealed. The housing "O" ring seal is a masterpiece in fail-safe simplicity compared to designs that require stuffing the "O" ring into a groove. You can see that the "O" ring is sealed. The heavy duty thick wall housing is molded of corrosion free clear polycarbonate. The Release Handle system allows easy attachment and removal of SubStrobe mounting arms at the touch of a button. Two screws remove the handle and tray assembly for traveling.



The housing size and weight provides neutral buoyancy and superb handling underwater. Camera installation is quick and simple. The dependable controls are conveniently placed at your fingertips, and kept water tight with Ikelite pioneered Quad-Ring seal glands proven to be the most reliable method for sealing controls. The Ikelite Super-Eye magnifier provided with the housing offers enhanced viewing while wearing a diving mask. For further details visit www.ikelite.com



Fantasea CP-3.7 Housing for Coolpix 3700 Due to Launch in June/July



This small 3oz battery tester tests your batteries under load. It computes the remaining power capacity using a 2-second pulse load test. You'll have the confidence of knowing if your charging in a foreign country has charged your batteries to full capacity or how much power is left in your alkaline batteries. Will test AA, AAA, C, D, NIMH or NiCd, alkaline, and 3 v photo lithium, or 9v. It runs on 4 AAA batteries. This is a must have for your tool box at home or abroad and it costs just $29.50 plus shipping. For further details visit www.ulcs.com



The CP-3.7 is purpose designed for the Nikon Coolpix 3700 camera. There are 4 camera function control buttons including: Zoom/Wide Angle, Review, The maximum operating depth is 40meters/130 ft. Other Fantasea products include: Protective Bag, Dry Bag, Housing Tray Double, Housing Tray, Flex Arm 36, Flex Arm 24, Wide Angle/Macro Lens set. Digital Photo Light, Epoque Digital Slave Flash For further information visit www.fantasea.com
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for Canon 10D and Nikon D100 Digital Cameras



Subal C1S housing for the Canon EOS-1DS Subal is pleased to offer for the first time ever an aluminum housing for a full format digital SLRcamera; the professional Canon EOS-1DS. The Subal C1S housing is designed with attention to detail without compromise to quality and fuctionality. The camera is mounted on mounting saddle for precise camera positioning. The unique Subal Quicklock latching system makes it virtually impossible to lock the back housing plate if the o- ring is not placed correctly in the o-ring channel. Threaded holes on the base and in the top shoe allows mounting of trays, aiming lights or other accessories. Generous shading of the LCD-monitor provides a bright and clear image. An excellent viewfinder optic provides full frame viewing. All Subal ports with bayonet mount are compatible with the Subal C1S. There are ontrols for: On/off, Shutter release, Manual Focus/Zoom, Front and Rear main Dial,Lens Release, LCD-light, Exposure comp, AE lock, focus Area Selector,Mode,
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Jonah Housings



Jonah C10D for Canon 10D camera AF-Mode, Exposure Metering System, Protect, Menu, Select, Display,delete, Quality, White Balance 2 x flash socket are provided (other options include : Nikonos, Ikelite, Subtronic S6 sockets. Please note that TTLmode is only available with S6 socket and Canon digital flash strobe) The housing dimensions are : 260mm x 230mm x 155mm (B x H x D), w/o handle and port and it weighs: approx. 2.7 kg with a maximum depth rating of 70 meters (210 feet) For further details visit www.subal.com



Jonah ND100 for Nikon D100 camera



Precision cast housings of corrosion resistant aluminum



web site: www.jonah.co.kr email: korean@ postech.edu



Dealer Inquiries Welcome



Invest in success Hard to believe, but Ocean Optics is nearly thirty years old. When we came onto the scene, the Nikonos 111 was state of the art and it didn't even have a built in light meter. Now the state of the art is represented by digital SLRs with multi metering, autofocus, instant playback and able to shoot hundreds of frames per dive. And, as always, we've played our part in ensuring our clients can choose from the best equipment available. Equipment made to the highest specifications to meet the demands of working in the toughest environment on earth. Such equipment may not come cheap. But if you measure value in terms of performance and reliability, as we do, then it's an investment in your own success as an underwater photographer. How do we know how to select the best equipment from an ever widening choice? Nearly thirty years of experience. Ocean Optics. Specialists in Underwater Photography.



Ocean Optics



13 Northumberland Avenue London WC2N 5AQ



Subal C1S housing for Canon EOS-1DS



[email protected] www.oceanoptics.co.uk



Tel 020 7930 8408 Fax 020 7839 6148 15



Subal CG5 housing for Canon PowerShot G5



The combination of the Canon PowerShot G5 and the Subal CG5 continues Subal’s drive to offer underwater digital photography to a semi-pro caliber. Generous shading of the LCD-monitor provides a bright and clear image.



There are controls for On/off, Shutter release, Command dial, Mode dial, Flash/Index, Exposure Metering System, Macro/Jump, Manual Focus, Manual Focus, Omni Selector, Set, Menu, AE-Lock/Delete, Function, Display The dimensions are: 170mm x 145mm x 105mm (B x H x D), w/o handle and port. The weight is approx. 1.3 kg with the flat port and it is depth rated to 70 meters (210 feet). For further details visit www.subal.com



Digital Video Digital Still Camera HOUSINGS HOUSINGS Ocean Images & Equinox Housings For Sony, Canon & Panasonic Camcorders.



The Olympus & Canon Housings Slave & TTL Flash Packages & Accessories



Affordably Priced 4943 Pretty Doe Lane Paso Robles, CA 93446



(800) 549-4861



www.oceanbrite.com 16



MANUFACTURERS OF THE MOST VERSATILE, LIGHTEST WEIGHT & MOST FLEXIBLE ARMS AVAILABLE Now you have your Olympus, Canon, or Sony digital housing, how do you hold onto it underwater? Ultralight makes a tray and handle to accomplish this. Would you like to use a strobe or spotting light adapter with your new digital housing? Now you can, Ultralight makes arms and spotting light adapters to attach to the handle. Maybe you would like to have two strobes, their tray makes into a double tray with the quick addition of two pieces. Do you have Ikelite strobes and manual controllers and need to be able to attach those items to your housing. Ultralight makes adapters for the manual controllers that have a ball on the end so you can then add arms.



VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.ULCS.COM FIND A DEALER NEAR YOU OR WRITE TO US: [email protected]



Sea & Sea DX-3100 Aquapix recall Sea & Sea have been informed by their R&D department of the possibility of cracks appearing in the battery compartment door or/and in the USB compartment door of the DX-3100 Aquapix amphibious camera that may lead to water leakage. Although they have only received a limited number of these reports, even the remotest possibility of this condition appearing has prompted them to take affirmative and positive action and therefore we would like to request that you return your DX-3100 Aquapix to the Sea & Sea dealer where it was purchased, or to an official Sea&Sea distributor for testing and any necessary upgrading if within these corresponding serial numbers. Corresponding Serial Numbers are : 030200001-030204016 Sea&Sea would like to apologize for any inconvenience this may cause you, and will make every effort to ship back your camera as soon as it can in cooperation with Sea&Sea official distributor in your region. For more information visit www.seaandsea.com



Gates Sony VX2100/PD170 housing Gates have announced a housing for the Sony VX2100/ PD170 video cameras. It has a SWP35 port designed by Fathom Imaging which gives 110° coverage with full zoom through. For more detail visit www.gateshousings.com



International Shipping Available



Complete Custom Packages Ready To Dive



Fantasea Line Introduces: The Coolpix Collection for the Nikon 2100, 2200, 3100, 3200, 3700*, 4200*, 4300, 5200*, 8700/5700*



Nexus Housings



We STOCK a wide selection of Nexus accessories ports, gears, Wet Lens, plus Ikelite & Ultralight



Jonah Housings



for Canon & Nikon



L&M Tetra 5060 The Tetra 5060 is a compact full featured housing that provides access to most camera controls in a user friendly layout. Housing provides access to the LCD screen for instant feedback and accurate subject composition. The Tetra 5060 measures in at: 5.625" w x 3.625" h x 3.25" d and weighs in at: 3.5 lbs. Tetra 5060 housing MSRP is $1599 For more detail visit www.uwimaging.com



D100 / F100



C10D & ND100



Every housing includes one year anti flooding insurance program! Accessories: Strobes, Wide angle and Macro lenses, Arms, Trays and more now available!



Purchase On-Line at best rates ever > www.fantasea.com Special program for authorized dealers.



For more information -



[email protected]



“Ansmann” Batteries & Chargers -Travel Chargers -Power Supplies -NiMh Batteries



214-368-3555 Dallas, Texas the connection to professional quality



[email protected] website:



nexusamerica.com



* available soon
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The New Subtronic Mini. Excellence Comes As Standard.



These photos are life size!



Ocean Optics 18



Do you take pictures or make them? Making memorable images is about imagination. It's seeing the image in a new light. Controlling how light falls on your subject is something that Subtronic excel at. For more than twenty years they've given the serious underwater photographer self contained studio lighting that lets you realise the limits of your own imagination. The new Subtronic Mini has been three years in development. It's a minaturized version of the reputed Alpha, Gamma and Mega series guns. And, despite its compact dimensions, just over six inches long by three wide, its packs a punch. With a Guide Number of 22 it's quite a powerhouse. Naturally it is TTL compatible with the Nikonos V, most housed Nikon film cameras and Fuji's digital S2. And for full creative control it has no fewer than four manual power settings. There's a built in TTL slave for multiple lighting set ups. You choose whether to use auto or manual exposure A built in LED modelling light conveniently helps you confirm proper aiming. The built in Ni Cad pack offers fast recycling and minimal running costs. A fast charger with auto voltage switching and international plug adapters is standard. All contained in and protected by a lightweight aluminium housing. It's everything you'd expect from the worlds leading underwater flashgun designers. Only smaller.



13 Northumberland Avenue London WC2N 5AQ



[email protected] www.oceanoptics.co.uk



Tel 020 7930 8408 Fax 020 7839 6148



UwP Sponsors Receive these Benefits:



Why advertise in UwP? This page could be yours for just $340 UwP Readers are 100% UW Photographers UwP readers are underwater photographers or those who wish to be. 100%. While many magazines have a larger circulation, only a small percentage of those are photographers. UwP has a minimum of 16,000 readers. ‘Readers’ are photographers who visit the website and choose to download UwP issues.



Worldwide audience Subscribers are located in 93 different countries with the majority from the USA, UK, Australia, Canada and Europe. The Asian subscriber count is growing rapidly. UwP logged website visitors from 101 countries.



A Majority of Beginners Subscriber demographics also tell us that over 70% of readers are beginning or intermediate underwater photographers who are interested in learning the basics of underwater photography or expanding their knowledge with expert tips & techniques.



Strong Growth The exponential growth in UwP’s unique website visitors and readers began in August and has climbed steadily upward on a steep incline increasing by over 400% in the last 5 months. Hundreds of ‘Refer a Friend’ forms are sent each quarter.



UwP rates are much lower than conventional magazines



in Magazine Issues:



How Do We Know Who Reads UwP? Each website visitor is assigned a cookie which is stored on their computer, then checked and saved in our log when the photographer downloads an issue. This ensures each photographer is counted as a ‘reader’ only once. It is also checked to ensure the unique website visitor count is accurate.



ad space active links from ads to website & email active links to sponsors websites appended to content appropriate articles 24 / 7 / 365 availability of your ad in archived issues



on uwpmag.com: rotating small banner on home page logo, description, link on sponsors’ page rotating small banner on other web pages opportunity to add larger banner to home and download pages.



Reasonable Rates There is no better, more cost effective way to get your message to underwater photographers than with UwP. E mail Deb Fugitt [email protected] USA 817 626-0636 UK 44 (0)20 8399 5709



UwP uses a conventional magazine format adapted for the web. UwP readers spend hours reading UwP issues rather than minutes scanning a website.
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Bali International Diving Professionals



This advertising space could be yours for as little as $175 or £110.



Mola Mola © Robert Delfs



* Dive Safaris * Packages * Liveaboards



Real Photography the only 5 star centre in Bali offering IANTD technical diving: and Asian Directors *Western Mola Mola to macro.. **Dive Molawith Molathe to experts. macro * Nitox/Trimix/Heliox Specialregistered rates for readers **IANDT * Nitrox/Trimix/Heliox Tel: email:



+62(0)361 270759



[email protected] website:
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